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Swarplug have the best sample libraries of any Indian music company. There are
a ridiculous amount of instruments that cover pretty much every single raaga,

taal and style. I reckon these libraries will keep Swarplug supporting Indian music
for a couple of years. The instruments can be used in a number of ways: Play your

own compositions or use randomizer to jam with different instruments. Loop an
instrument - usually with good results. Set up a patch for a specific genre of Indian
music and play the loops/samples through the specific instruments. As with other

virtual instruments, playback is in Realtime, meaning that you hear your
instrument perform in real time. As with the other Swarplug instruments, the tabla
sounded much more realistic than any other Indian instrument I've heard before.

Even the mridangam sounded authentic. Its timbre wasn't robotic, but varied from
the baseline standard. Single Instrument. This is where you'd set up a one-to-one
mapping of a single instrument. Pattern. Swarplug have mapped one 'textured'
preset pattern to all instruments. This is a preset note pattern with a particular

feel/timing to it. It's always a good idea to develop a personalised preset pattern
by tweaking the four parameter sliders in this section and the four parameter
controls on the performance tab. Rand. This is the randomizer that comes as
standard. The performance section is used for mapping the parameters in the

MIDI controllers. There are 20 control parameters at your disposal. Each one can
be controlled by a different joystick or each one can be mapped to some other

MIDI controller. For example, you can set up Volume and Resonance by mapping
both of these to the faders in your MIDI keyboard, both of these to the parameter
controls on your MIDI controller or all of these to the right joystick. Compositions.
This is where you'll compose your own music. Here you can see the MIDI signal
coming from your MIDI device or set of controllers and you can add, subtract,

overwrite or arrange the MIDI signal as you see fit. For example, you could add or
subtract a note, extend a duration and change a velocity, pitch, etc. Of course, if
you don't like the way the sound of the original track is panning, you can change

the panning of the track before you go any further by clicking the pan button
above the track.
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